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Legal Disclaimer
This presentation (the “document”) has been prepared by Technicolor SA (“TSA”) in connection with the TCS Roadshows in September 2022, in the context of the contemplated spin-off of Technicolor Creative Studios (“TCS” and such spin-off, the “Transaction”), solely for informational
purposes.
This document has no contractual value. Neither this document, nor the information contained in it nor any other information supplied with it in connection with the Transaction shall form the basis of any contract, any investment decision or other evaluation and should not be
regarded as a recommendation by TSA, TCS, their affiliates, their respective officers, directors, employees or agents or their advisors that any person or entity should invest in the securities of TSA or TCS and does not purport to contain all the information that may be necessary or
desirable to fully and accurately evaluate TSA, TCS or the Transaction. You should not definitively rely upon it or use it to form the definitive basis for any decision, contract, commitment or action whatsoever, with respect to the Transaction, any other proposed transaction or
otherwise.
This document and the analyses contained in it are based, in part, on certain assumptions and information relating to TSA and TCS and their respective group, and their respective directors, officers, employees, agents, affiliates and/or from other sources. This information has not been
independently verified and no reliance should be placed on the accuracy and completeness of such assumptions and information for purposes of this document. Without prejudice to liability for fraud, neither TSA, nor TCS, nor any of their respective affiliates, nor any of their respective
directors, officers, employees, agents nor any of their advisors, make any representation or warranty, express or implied, in relation to the accuracy or completeness of the information contained in this document or any oral information provided in connection herewith, or any data it
generates and accept no responsibility, obligation or liability (whether direct or indirect, in contract, tort or otherwise) in relation to any of such information. Without prejudice to liability for fraud, TSA, TCS, their affiliates, their respective directors, officers, employees and agents and
their advisors expressly disclaim any and all liability which may be based on this document or any other written or oral information provided in connection herewith, and any errors therein or omissions therefrom. Neither TSA, nor TCS, nor any of their respective affiliates, nor any of
their respective directors, officers, employees or agents, nor any of their advisors, make any representation or warranty, express or implied, that any transaction has been or may be effected on the terms or in the manner stated in this document, or as to the achievement or
reasonableness of future projections, management targets, estimates, prospects or returns, if any. Any views or terms contained herein are preliminary only, and are based on financial, economic, market and other conditions prevailing as of the date of this document and are therefore
subject to change. Neither TSA, nor TCS, nor any of their respective affiliates, nor any of their respective directors, officers, employees or agents, nor any of their advisors undertake any obligation or responsibility to (i) correct or update any of the information contained in this
document, or any additional information, or to provide any further information in relation to the Transaction or (ii) consider or accept any offer, irrespective of whether such offer is the only offer or one of a number of offers representing the highest price. Past performance does not
guarantee or predict future performance.
This document contains information about the markets of TSA and TCS and their respective groups and their competitive position therein, including information about the size of such markets, their competitive environment and dynamics as well as their growth prospects. In addition to
estimates made by TSA and TCS and their respective groups, this document includes information based on a market study prepared by FTI Consulting at the request and direction of TSA, and in accordance with terms and conditions agreed between TSA and FTI Consulting, as well as
statistics of independent third parties and professional organisations and figures published by the TSA and TCS and their respective group’s competitors, suppliers and customers. TSA can provide no guarantee that a third party using different methods to collect, analyse or calculate
data about market sectors would obtain the same results. FTI Consulting (including its partners and employees) accepts no responsibility and shall have no liability in contract, tort or otherwise to you or any third party in relation to any contents of this presentation which have been
extracted from the study performed by FTI Consulting.
This document includes financial information for the years ended 31 December 2019, 31 December 2020 and 31 December 2021 relating to TCS and first half of 2021 and 2022. This information is derived from the combined financial statements that have been prepared by the Company
in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards (“IFRS”) in the context of the Transaction and have been audited or reviewed by the Company’s auditors. In addition, some of the financial information contained in this document is not directly extracted from accounting
systems or records and has not been prepared in accordance with IFRS. These non-IFRS measures should not be considered in isolation or as an alternative to financial measures determined in accordance with IFRS. In addition, they are subject to inherent limitations as they reflect the
exercise of judgement by management in determining these non-IFRS financial measures.
Furthermore, certain information included in the presentation are not historical facts but are forward-looking statements. These forward-looking statements may be subject to changes and adjustments. Such forward-looking statements are included for illustrative purposes only.
This document and the information contained herein do not constitute an offer or invitation to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any security, commodity or instrument or related derivative, nor do they constitute an offer or commitment to lend, syndicate or arrange a financing,
underwrite or purchase or act as an agent or advisor or in any other capacity with respect to any transaction, or commit capital, or to participate in any trading strategies, and do not constitute legal, regulatory, accounting or tax advice to the recipient. Any recipient should make its own
investigations and seek independent third party legal, financial, regulatory, accounting and tax advice regarding the contents of this document.
This document does not constitute and should not be considered as any form of investment advice, financial opinion or recommendation by TSA, TCS, any of their respective affiliates, any of their respective officers, directors, employees or agents, or any of their advisors.
This document does not constitute or form part of a prospectus within the meaning of Prospectus Regulation (EU) 2017/1129 or any offer or invitation for the sale or issue of, or any offer or inducement to purchase or subscribe for, or any solicitation of any offer to purchase or
subscribe for any shares or other securities in TSA or TCS in France, the United Kingdom, the United States or any other jurisdiction.
With respect to the members States of the European Economic Area (“EEA”), this document is only addressed to and directed at persons in member states who are qualified investors within the meaning of Article 2(e) of the Prospectus Regulation (UE) 2017/1129 (“Qualified Investors”).
Within the United Kingdom, this document is intended for distribution only to persons who are qualified investors within the meaning of Article 2 of the Prospectus Regulation (UE) 2017/1129, as it forms part of national law by virtue of the European Union (Withdrawal) Act 2018, who
(i) have professional experience in matters relating to investments falling within Article 19(5) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005, as amended (the “Order”) or (ii) are persons falling within Article 49(2)(a) to (d) (“high net worth companies,
unincorporated associations, etc.”) of the Order or (iii) are persons to whom it may otherwise lawfully be communicated (all such persons together being referred to as “relevant persons”) and in such a case this document must not be viewed, accessed, acted on or relied on in the
United Kingdom, by persons who are not relevant persons and any investment or investment activity to which this document relates is available only to relevant persons and will be engaged in only with relevant persons. The information is an advertisement and is not a prospectus for
the purposes of the Prospectus Rules of the FCA and the information has not been approved by the FCA.
The prospectus prepared by TCS in connection with the admission of TCS shares to trading on the regulated market of Euronext in Paris as part of the distribution of 65% of TCS shares by Technicolor to its shareholders, approved by the AMF on August 1, 2022 under number 22-331,
is available free of charge and upon request at the company’s registered office, 8-10 rue du Renard, 75004 Paris, France, or on the websites of the AMF (https://www.amf-france.org), Technicolor (https://www.technicolor.com/fr/relations-investisseurs) and TCS
(https://www.technicolorcreative.com/investors/). The approval of the prospectus by the AMF should not be understood as an endorsement of the TCS shares covered by the prospectus. Potential investors in TCS are invited to consult the prospectus before making an investment
decision in order to fully understand the potential risks and rewards associated with the decision to invest in TCS shares. In particular, investors’ attention is drawn to the risk factors relating to TCS described in Chapter 3 of the prospectus.
Securities may not be offered, subscribed or sold in the United States absent registration under the U.S. Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the “U.S. Securities Act”), except pursuant to an exemption from, or in a transaction not subject to, the registration requirements thereof and in
compliance with the relevant state securities law. The securities of TSA and TCS have not been and will not be registered under the U.S. Securities Act and TSA and TCS do not intend to make a public offer of their securities in the United States. Neither this document nor any copy of it
may be taken or transmitted into, directly or indirectly, into the United States as that term is defined in the U.S. Securities Act, other than to “qualified institutional buyers”, within the meaning of Rule 144A under the U.S. Securities Act.
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The distribution of this document in certain jurisdictions may be restricted by law or regulation. It is the responsibility of the recipient of this document to check and observe all legal requirements that may apply to them.

CONTEMPLATED
TRANSACTIONS
100%

S

TCH SHAREHOLDERS

65%

(incl. MCN subscribers)

TECHNICOLOR
CREATIVE STUDIOS

VANTIVA

Connected Home + VANTIVA Supply Chain
Services (ex-DVD Services)

Spin-off:

creating two
independent market
leaders in their
respective sectors
 Technicolor Creative Studios:
a global leader in VFX, offering an
attractive ‘pure play’ equity story
 Vantiva: new brand for
Technicolor Ex-TCS operations,
market leader in its segments with
a stronger balance sheet,
retaining upside exposure to TCS
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Technicolor Creative Studios

35%


Listing: EURONEXT Paris



HQ: Paris



CEO: Luis Martinez-Amago to be
appointed



CFO: Lars Ihlen to be appointed

Refinancing:

targeting deleveraging
and
a capital structure
consistent with the
proposed separation






Proposed Listing: EURONEXT Paris
HQ: Paris
CEO: Christian Roberton
CFO: Laurent Carozzi to be appointed

 Equip Technicolor Creative Studios and
Vantiva with a more agile balance sheet aiming
at supporting each entity’s strategic priorities,
including growth
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COMPLETION OF THE REFINANCING
NEW DEBT STRUCTURE

Refinancing of our debt taking advantage of the end of the non-call
in July 2022, reduce cost of debt, and facilitate the execution of the
spin off
 €300m unsecured reserved Mandatory Convertible Notes (‘MCN’) fully subscribed
 MCN authorized by the shareholders on May 6th, 2022
 Commitment of €375m private debt for VANTIVA
 €623m debt at Technicolor Creative Studios
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 €375m debt package committed by
Angelo Gordon and Barclays

 €623m debt with a €563m tranche and
a USD60m tranche

 Advanced discussion on the extension
of the Wells Fargo Asset-Based Lending
(ABL) Facility

 €40m Revolving Credit Facility

IMPLEMENTATION OF
TWO DISTINCT
FINANCING
PACKAGES
for Technicolor
Creative Studios and
Vantiva respectively
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SPIN OFF OF TCS AND REFINANCING: ENVISAGED TRANSACTION TIMELINE

Announcement of
the plan to
distribute 65% of
TCS and the
refinancing

Feb. 24

May

€375m VANTIVA
private debt
secured

6th

EGM
approving
issuance of
the MCN

The Group is making
good progress in the
implementation of:
5

Early
June

Technicolor SA
OGM/EGM

June

14th

Capital
Markets Day

June

30th

Refinancing and
conversion of
MCN into
Technicolor
shares

AMF Visa on TCS
prospectus

Mid-july

€623m TCS
debt secured

Aug.

1st

Sept.

6th

Shareholders’
meeting to
approve spin
off and change
in corporate
name

MidSept.
2022

Payment of
the
distribution
of TCS
shares

Sept. 27th

Sept. 29th

Listing of TCS
shares on
Euronext Paris

Intention to list 65% of TCS
Technicolor’s shareholders to receive 1 TCS share for 1 Technicolor share entitled to the distribution
Refinancing of Technicolor’s existing debt, 2 years ahead of maturity
5

Introduction to
TCS

A WORLD LEADING INDEPENDENT
PROVIDER OF CREATIVE VISUAL
ARTS SERVICES

INTRODUCTION TO TCS
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A World Leading Independent Provider of Creative Visual Arts Services
What Makes Us Special?

Key Performance Indicators

Award-winning teams of technologists and artists partnering with
the creative community across Feature Film, Episodic, Animation,
Brand Experience & Advertising, and Gaming to bring the
universal art of visual storytelling to audiences everywhere
Four distinct leading specialized brands

€601 MM

4

2021A Revenue

Divisions

€75 MM

11,700+

2021A Adj. EBITDA after Lease(1)

Employees(2)

12.4%

11

2021A Adj. EBITDA after Lease
Margin(1)
Cutting edge
technology
and workflow
processes

One of the largest
concentrations of
digital artists in
the world

Interconnected
divisions greater
than the sum of the
parts

Significant
geographical
reach

240+ Projects for ~200
Clients(3) across MPC, Mikros
Animation and Technicolor
Games in 2021

Countries of Presence

3,000+ The Mill Projects for
~1,000 Clients(3) in 2021

Notes:
1. Adjusted earnings from continuing operations before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization after lease. Refer to appendix for reconciliation to GAAP measure
2. As of 31-Mar-2022, including transversal functions (e.g. HR, Finance, and Legal) and excluding contractors, apprentices and interns
3. Represents approximate number of unique clients without aggregating at the ultimate parent company level. E.g., Paramount Global’s Nickelodeon, Paramount Pictures and Showtime are each counted as separate clients

INTRODUCTION TO TCS
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Four Complementary Divisions Greater Than the Sum-of-the-Parts
1

Film and Episodic VFX

2

Advertising

3

CG Animation

4

Games

Overview

VFX SERVICES ACROSS
THEATRICAL AND
STREAMING / EPISODIC
CONTENT

DIGITAL PRODUCTION
SERVICES FOR ADVERTISING
FROM TRADITIONAL TV
CAMPAIGNS TO BRANDED
EXPERIENCES

CG ANIMATION
SERVICES ACROSS
FEATURE AND EPISODIC
CONTENT

EXTERNAL GAME
DEVELOPMENT FOR
ART & ANIMATION
SERVICES

2021A Revenue(1)

€242 MM

€265 MM

€82 MM

€10 MM

(% contribution)

(40%)

(44%)

(14%)

(2%)

Successful Track
Record in 2021

30+ THEATRICAL & 60+
STREAMING / EPISODIC
PROJECTS

CONTRIBUTION TO OVER
3,000 PROJECTS

5+ FEATURES AND 17+
EPISODIC SERIES OR TV
SPECIALS IN PRODUCTION

COLLABORATION ON
MAJOR GAMES IP

Notes:
1. 2021A also includes €1MM in Corporate & Other Revenue

INTRODUCTION TO TCS
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Servicing Clients Across Portfolio of Brands

EXAMPLES

The Lion King 2

ESPN: College Football
Playoff*

Mickey’s Tale of Two Witches

Sonic the Hedgehog 2

Paramount+ ‘The Storm’*

Rugrats (Paramount+)

Anthem | Trailer

* Client was the advertising agency or the production company

FIFA 22

INTRODUCTION TO TCS
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Our Journey So Far
Evolution from Pioneering Color Processes to a Leading Independent Provider Of Creative Visual Arts Services

2020

• MPC Episodic launched

2019
2014

2012

2004

• Technicolor

• MPC Films pre-vis

• Technicolor acquires

team launches in LA

MPC

acquires Mr.X

2017

• The Mill

opens in
Berlin

• MPC Film wins

• Launch of TCS after
• Mill Film launches

2015
• Foundation of

Technicolor
focused on the
acquisition of
moving images,
and the exhibition
of movies

2013

2009

• Acquired

2022

2021
2018

1915

for 1917

• Consolidation of

opens in Bangalore

VFX services in single
London facility

• MPC Film wins Oscar

Oscar for THE
JUNGLE BOOK

• MPC Advertising

• Film & Advertising

to capture high-end
Episodic market in the UK

2010

remaining interest
in Paprikaas (origin
of Bangalore
studio)

• MPC Films opens
in Bangalore

• MPC Advertising
opens in NYC

Corporate Milestone

• MPC Film opens in

Montreal and wins
Oscar for LIFE OF PI

• Technicolor

in Montreal and
Adelaide

acquires The Mill,
Mikros Image,
and OuiDo!
Productions

sale of Post-Production

• Animation brands

consolidated under
Mikros Animation
• Carve-out of Games to
create 4th dedicated
division

Film & Episodic VFX
brands under MPC,
and Advertising
brands under The
Mill

• Announced spin-off
of TCS

• MPC Advertising opens • MPC Advertising
in Amsterdam

Transformative M&A

opens in Paris
and Shanghai

Geographical / Division Expansion

Award

INTRODUCTION TO TCS
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Ongoing Transformational Reorganization to Facilitate Collaboration,
Integrate Technology and Unleash Top Talent
Process Started Many Years Ago at MPC, but Last Year at Group Level and Set to Continue Over Coming Years
Going From Siloed Portfolio of Brands Operating Independently…

… To A Synergistic Structure Benefitting from Common
Infrastructure, Support Functions and Talent

Film and
Episodic VFX

Advertising

CG Animation

Games

Global Talent Development & Recruitment
Shared Technology Platform and Infrastructure
India Production Platform
Transversal Support Functions (e.g. Finance/Legal)
INTRODUCTION TO TCS
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Key Pillars To Our Story

1

Positioned for
Accelerated
Structural Growth
in a Large and
Growing TAM

2

Leadership
Position in TechEnabled Content
Creation with an
Award-Winning
Portfolio

3

Long-Standing
and Deeply
Cemented
Relationships with
Blue-chip
Customers

4

Global Footprint
with Highly
Skilled and
Flexible Talent

5

Cutting Edge
Technology and
Workflow
Processes
Offering
Competitive
Advantage

6

Significant
Runway for TopLine Growth,
EBITDA Expansion
and Strong Cash
Flow Generation

7

Potential Growth
Levers Via Entry
into New
Scalable Markets
and M&A

8

Experienced
Management
Team with Proven
Track Record
and Deep Sector
Expertise

INTRODUCTION TO TCS
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1

Positioned for Accelerated Structural Growth in A Large and
Growing TAM

Global Total Addressable Market ($ Bn)
Film and Episodic VFX

Brand Experience & Advertising

7%
CAGR

12%
CAGR

7,3

15%
CAGR
5,7

30,0

2,9
2,3

2025E

• Original content production boom
driven by the growth of the
streaming and episodic sector

• Large & growing VFX customer

wallets as well as strengthening
investment in international markets

2021

2025E

• Large & growing TAM extending
beyond traditional media

• Underpenetrated experience
market

Outsourced Game Services

6%
CAGR

39,3

4,6

2021

CG Animation

2021

3,3

2025E

• Original content production boom
• Growth in higher budget featurequality series

2021

2025E

• Growing volume of releases and

demand for higher quality graphics

• Increasing rate of developers using
outsourced services

Growth Across All Key Market Segments
Source: FTI Consulting Due Diligence Report (April 2022)
Note: TAM = Total Addressable Market

INTRODUCTION TO TCS
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2

Leadership Position In Tech-enabled Content Creation With An
Award-winning Portfolio

Multiple Major Awards Won in Film and Television Over the Last Two Decades…

ACADEMY
AWARDS

2001
2001

2013
2013

BAFTAS

2012
2012

2013
2013

Selected Examples

VES
AWARDS

2013

2017

2020
2020

2021
2021

2022
2022

CÉSAR
AWARD

EMMY

+ 3 TROPHÉE CÉSAR
& TECHNIQUES
(2012, 2013, 2018)
2017
2017

2020
2020

Leadership position based on number of awards won

2017
2017

2020
2020

2020

2022

INTRODUCTION TO TCS
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Leadership Position In Tech-enabled Content Creation With An
Award-winning Portfolio

… and 100+ Major Industry Awards Won for Instantly Recognizable Advertising Campaigns Since 2012

CANNES
LIONS

“The Seven Worlds”

“The Boy and the Piano”

“Feel the Power of Pro”

“Famous Visitors”

“Festive”

“Einstein Knows Best”

D&AD
AWARDS

VES
AWARDS
Among many more…

Leadership position based on number of awards won

INTRODUCTION TO TCS
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Long-standing And Deeply Cemented Relationships With
Blue-chip Customers

100+ Year Legacy with Relationships with the Major U.S. Studios That Dates Back Generations
Longstanding relationships with the
major Hollywood studios (1)

100 Years

95+ Years

90+ Years

Recurring franchise momentum

14 games

12 games

6 seasons

5 seasons

2 movies(2)

2 movies(2)

Growing relationships with major
technology clients

Notes:
1. Based on historical business relationships between Technicolor and the Hollywood studios, including predecessor companies
2. Includes sequel currently in production

INTRODUCTION TO TCS
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Case Study: Disney Relationship

Relationship with Technicolor Started in 1932, with Extensive Volume of Work with TCS over the Years Making Disney One of the
Company’s Largest and Longest Standing Clients

1932

1937

1940

2014

2008

1941

1950

2014

2016

2016

2019

2019

2019

2019

2020

2020

2021

2021

2022

2021

2022

TBD

IN PRODUCTION

THE LION KING 2

2011

2015

2017

2019

2020

2021

2021

2022

TBD

TBD

INTRODUCTION TO TCS
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What Our Clients Say About Us?

Trusted Partner of Choice Closely Collaborating with Clients Across Major Projects

Jon Favreau
Director

Executive Producer

The Lion King

Prehistoric Planet

The Jungle Book

3+
“

PROJECTS

Evolving how stories are made with the latest
innovations of filmmaking technology and craft,
MPC have been great partners creating the
animated casts and entire worlds that take
audiences on big adventures, in cinemas and
now streaming series
April-2022

”
INTRODUCTION TO TCS
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Global Footprint with Highly Skilled and Flexible Talent

Unmatched Global Presence with 11,700+ Employees Across 11 Countries, Strategically Located Close to Clients and Key Talent Hubs,
and with Significant Capacity in Regions Offering the Highest Production Incentives and in Low-Cost Centers

Montreal
~1,750 HC

Toronto



 

London

Other Europe

~1,500 HC

~50 HC

   

 





MPC



Mikros Animation



The Mill



Technicolor Games

Mumbai
~600 HC

 



Bangalore

~300 HC

~5,600 HC



   
Chicago
~50 HC

Shanghai



~100 HC



Los Angeles
~500 HC

   

New York
~350 HC



Seoul
Paris

Adelaide

~800 HC

~150 HC

  



Recently opened



Notes: Approximate headcount excluding independent workers as of 31-Mar-2022, including transversal functions (e.g. HR, Finance, and Legal) and excluding contractors, apprentices and interns
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Proven Ability to Recruit at Scale, While Increasing Investment in
Effective Talent Retention & Training Measures

Strong Demand for TCS Services Coming out of the Pandemic Underpins a Ramp-up in Revenue that Will Require Additional Capacity,
Which TCS Has Been Anticipating
✓• TALENT is a primary focus as one of the key pillars to TCS’s vision
✓• Proven ability to recruit at scale with aggressive hiring pace in the

Workforce
Planning
(“WFP”)

3-year strategic
workforce plan

past years (more than 6,500 gross direct hires in 2021) set to continue

✓• Unique set of TCS Academy programs with learning & development

opportunities boosting retention while creating TCS’s own talent
supply

✓• Further investment in developing TCS into the employer brand of

choice for talent and focus on maintaining an inspirational set of
common values

✓• Continued efforts to increase staff mobility / centralization to fill the

needs of the business across divisions

Recruitment

Retention

TCS Talent
TCS Academy

Learning & Development
Mobility
Retention Incentives

Succession
Planning

INTRODUCTION TO TCS
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TCS Academy Delivers Courses Covering a Wide Array of Topics

Layout

Texturing

Modelling

Paint Prep

Crowds

Roto Animation

Compositing

Rigging Match Move

Animation

Rotoscoping
Tech Anim / CFX

FX

Lighting

3D DMP / Environments

21 Different Courses to Prepare Junior Artists for Production with a Focus on Creative, Technical and Soft Skills Needed to Succeed

Groom

In 2021, ~1,600 Artists Were Enrolled, of Which ~1,200 Were Subsequently
Hired or Retained After the TCS Academy Session Completion
DEEP DIVE ON PRODUCTION WORKFLOW
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Efficient Headcount Management Through Centralization

Matching Supply & Demand Across All Divisions Centrally Allows TCS to Maximize Resource Utilization

Production Demand
Awarded and potential film, episodic, games, and
advertising projects in the forecast

Existing Talent Supply

Central
Workforce
Planning &
Resource
Management

New Talent Supply

Direct & Indirect Production Labour
(e.g. artists and production management)

DEEP DIVE ON PRODUCTION WORKFLOW
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Cutting Edge Technology and Workflow Processes Offering
Competitive Advantage
Cutting-Edge Offthe-Shelf Software

Proprietary
Development

Sizeable
Infrastructure

Unified Shared
Platform

Partner with the 3 major
cloud providers

60PB

TCS production storage
globally in 19 different
clusters

Technology A Critical Enabler Allowing TCS to Produce Massively at Scale Globally
INTRODUCTION TO TCS
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Significant Runway For Top-line Growth, EBITDA Expansion and Strong
Cash Flow Generation

6
Revenue

Adj. EBITDA after Lease (New Definition)(1)

Adj. Operating Cash Flow after Lease (New Definition)(2)

 Post-Covid top-line growth led by catch-up effect to

 Margin rebound thanks to global integrated model

 Returning to strong cash conversion

(€MM)

(€MM)

pre-Covid levels for MPC combined with structural
growth drivers and capacity expansion

(43%)

9

771
58

1

37%

269
9
435

438
60

MPC
Mikros Animation
Corporate & Other

2

601
82

(3%)

12%

11%

N.M

99%

94
74

75
1

11

265

234
133

2019A

10

and disciplined management of costs
 Continued efficiency improvement through India

12%

Sharp negative impact from Covid
primarily attributable to MPC as
live-action film production
stopped and greenlight of new
shows delayed

(€MM)

2020A

242

2021A
The Mill
Technicolor Games
YoY growth (%)

(78)

(12)
2019A

2020A

2021A

Adj. EBITDA after Lease (New Definition) Margin (%)

2019A

2020A

2021A

Cash conversion (%)(3)

Notes: Financials based on Group’s combined financial statements prepared in accordance with the International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS)
1. See appendix for definition and reconciliation to GAAP measure
2. Defined as Adjusted EBITDA after Lease from continuing operations, less (i) capital expenditures, excluding usage-based IT cost (without cloud rendering), (ii) capital leases cash out, (iii) restructuring cash out, (iv) change in working capital, excluding cloud rendering cash
out, and (v) other non-current cash out. See appendix for reconciliation to GAAP measure
3. Cash conversion defined as Adj. Operating Cash Flow after Lease (New Definition) / Adj. EBITDA after Lease (New Definition)
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Potential Growth Levers Via Entry Into New Scalable Markets and
M&A

Multiple Avenues for Long-Term Sustainable Growth Including Building on the Group’s Experience in Acquiring Companies
Including Mr. X Inc. (2014), OuiDO! Productions (2015), Mikros Image (2015), and The Mill (2015)
Division

Objectives

Areas of Interest

Scale capacity
Secure under-addressed clients
Scale Capacity

Increase Market Share

Expand addressable market
Expand geographically
Consultancy

Experience / LBX

Scale capacity
Expand Content IP and Executive Productionas-a-Service businesses

Experience / Metaverse

IP

Scale Capacity

Increase Market Share

Content IP

Scale Capacity

Quality Assurance

Co-Development

Scale capacity
Expand addressable market

INTRODUCTION TO TCS
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Experienced Management Team With Proven Track Record and
Deep Sector Expertise

Leading an Efficient and Integrated Organization

Laurent Carozzi
CFO

Christian Roberton
CEO

5

Nathan Wappet
COO

30+
10

Bill Polson
CTO, Software &
R&D

30+
3

Niki Steel
People & Talent

20+
1

28
20

Tom Williams
President
Years of experience

30+

Years at TCS

24
4

Josh Mandel
President

26
3

Andrea Miloro
President

30+
1

Jeaneane Falkler
President
INTRODUCTION TO TCS
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Our Vision: To be the First-choice Production Partner for the World’s Most
Creative Companies

Expand Capacity To Meet Strong Demand
and Invest in New Markets
• Benefit from strong tailwinds in underlying markets to
capture new demand

• Expand capacity to increase volume and extend
market leadership

• Invest in untapped high-growth regions and
emerging/adjacent services
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Our Vision: To be the First-choice Production Partner for the World’s Most
Creative Companies

Develop Our Brand To Be Seen As
Employer of Choice By Talent
• Increase investment in TCS Academy programs to train
and develop talent

• Increase accessibility to Learning & Development
• Improve mobility opportunities across geographies and
businesses

INTRODUCTION TO TCS
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Our Vision: To be the First-choice Production Partner for the World’s Most
Creative Companies

Continue to Invest in R&D and Technology
• Focus R&D priorities on producing and delivering quality
content at scale

• Further improve utilization and efficiencies through

technology to reduce dependency on human capital

INTRODUCTION TO TCS
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Our Vision: To be the First-choice Production Partner for the World’s Most
Creative Companies

Leverage Existing Capabilities to Capture the
Metaverse Opportunity
• Leverage industry-leading immersive artistry and

industrial-scale content creation platform for the
Metaverse

• Integrate emerging real-time technologies to service

the massive volume of digital content the Metaverse will
require

INTRODUCTION TO TCS
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Financial Overview

Structural Growth Drivers Enabling Post-Covid Top-line Rebound and
Margin Expansion Potential
NEW DEFINTION

Revenue (FY19A-21A, €MM)

Adj. EBIT(D)A after Lease (New Definition) (FY19A-21A, €MM)

(43%)
9

771
58

FY20-21
Growth

37%

1

10

269
9

435

438
60

601

1

82

30%
37%

12%

(3%)

12%

4%

(15%)

5%

94

75

(65)

2
265

15%

29

(55)
242

(67)

78%
FY19A

MPC
Technicolor Games

FY20A
The Mill
Corporate & Other

31

(12)

234

133

FY19A

(44)

FY21A
Mikros Animation
YoY Growth (%)

FY20A

FY21A

Adj. EBITDA after Lease (New Definition)
D&A
Adj. EBITA after Lease (New Definition)
Adj. EBITDA margin after Lease (New Definition) (%)

Notes: Financials based on Group’s combined financial statements prepared in accordance with the International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS)

Adj. EBITA margin after Lease (New Definition) (%)
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Improving Margin Profile Resulting from Multiple Sources…
ILLUSTRATIVE

Improvement in Margins by Targeting
Higher Value Projects and Volumes
% of Total MPC Revenue

Major Operational Excellence
Transformation Programme Translating
to Higher Margins
1

2019A

Theatrical

2022E

Streamers

1

Larger average project sizes with
Streamers resulting in better operating
leverage

2

Focused on actively pitching and
winning higher value work

Volume Effect Particularly in
Feature Animation
Mikros Animation # of Feature
Projects

Improved bid selection, pricing
strategy, and efficiencies

2

Increased utilization of the India
platform

3

Synergies resulting from consolidation of
brands (The Mill and MPC Advertising)
incl. reduction in physical footprint

6

2

2019A

2022E

Source: Management Information
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… Combined with Proven Benefits of the Global Integrated Model

Growth in Total Headcount (in K) and Share of India (% of Direct Headcount)

Comment

• Trading in 2022 demonstrating the

10,7

10,3
2,8

55%
7,5

7,3
2,2
57%

3,1

63%
7,6

Total Direct HC

2020A
Total Indirect HC

‒ However, key priority for

management: significant
investment in artist
recruitment, retention, and
training (including TCS
Academy programs)

• Growth and margin expansion
underpinned by expansion of
Indian capacity

‒ Target of 70% of total direct

5,1

2019A

continuing challenge in recruiting
and retaining talent across key
production centers

headcount based in India

2021A
India HC % of Total Direct

Notes: Headcount at end of period. Total excludes independent workers
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Capital-efficient Business Model
Capex (FY19A-21A, €MM)(1)

7%

NEW DEFINTION

5%

2%

Comment

56

• Limited capex needs over historical period averaging
~6% between FY19 and FY20:

‒ Tangible capex: relating to IT and production
equipment and facility build out costs

‒ Intangible capex: Consisting of software

development team activities, and capitalized
production spend for Animation IP business

23
14

FY19A

FY20A

• FY21 decrease in capex resulting from decision to
delay investments

FY21A

As % of Revenue

Notes: Financials based on Group’s combined financial statements prepared in accordance with the International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS)
1. Defined as purchases of property, plant and equipment, intangible assets net of disposals. Excluding Autodesk (as per new definition) and capital lease repayments
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Operating and Free Cash Flow Summary
Cash Flow Before Financing and Taxes (FY19A-21A, €MM)
Metric

NEW DEFINTION
FY19A

FY20A

FY21A

94

(12)

75

Capex

(56)

(23)

(14)

Capital Leases Cash Out

(26)

(24)

(11)

Restructuring Provisions

(6)

(13)

(7)

7

(3)

30

Other Non-Current Cash Out(1)

(2)

(4)

1

Adj. Operating Free Cash Flow after Lease (New Definition)

11

(78)

74

11%

N.M

99%

Adj. EBITDA after Lease (New Definition)

WC & OAL Variation

Adj. Operating FCF Conversion %(2)

Notes: Financials based on Group’s combined financial statements prepared in accordance with the International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS)
1. Includes pension cash usage of the period and cash impact of operating reserves
2. Cash conversion defined as Operating FCF after Lease (New Definition) / EBITDA after Lease (New Definition)
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TCS GOOD FIRST HALF 2022
IN PRODUCTION ON 20+
THEATRICAL AND 35+
STREAMING / EPISODIC
PROJECTS

BAFTA

1

NOMI NATI ON

VISUAL
EFFECTS
SOCIETY

1

BEST
VISUAL
EFFECTS
CÉSAR

1

WI N
WI N
OUT OF
OUT OF
3 NOMI NATI ONS 3 NOMI NATI ONS

IN PRODUCTION IN 2022: 6 FEATURES
AND SEVERAL EPISODIC SERIES,
INCLUDING A NEW COLLABORATION
WITH NETFLIX ON THEIR UPCOMING
ANIMATED EVENT SERIES: CHARLIE
AND THE CHOCOLATE FACTORY

38

Mastercard’s ‘What’s
Priceless to You?’

Samsung’s ‘The
Spider and the
Window’
Pepsi –Super Bowl
Halftime Trailer ‘The
Call’

Samsung ‘Playtime is
over’

CONTRIBUTION TO APPROX.
1,900+ PROJECTS DURING H1

BRITISH
ARROWS
AWARDS

VISUAL
EFFECTS
SOCIETY

WI N S
OUT OF
13 NOMI NATI ONS

WI N S
OUT OF
6 NOMI NATI ONS

6

2

CANNES
LIONS

4

WI N S

BURBERRY, VERIZON AND SAMSUNG CONTINUE TO GENERATE
INDUSTRY ACCOLADES FOR VFX AND CGI

CONTINUING WORK WITH SEVERAL AAA GAMES
COMPANIES. H1 RELEASED TITLES INCLUDE
UBISOFT’S TOM CLANCY’S RAINBOW 6 EXTRACTION
AND 2K SPORTS’ WWE 2K22

38

TCS FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE: STRONG
DEMAND FOR CONTENT
H1 2022
ADJUSTED EBITDA after lease
(new definition) (in € million)

REVENUES (in € million)

EBITDA MARGIN (in %)

@ constant
rate

10.5%
409

8.3%
+€21m

22

43

@ constant
rate

H1 2021

H1 2022

H1 2022

REVENUE UP :

IMPROVED EBITDA MARGINS:

ACTION PLANS IN PLACE:

→

→

Higher revenues

→

→

Positive impact of multiple
operational transformation
programs

To accelerate recruiting
and training plan

→

At The Mill and at MPC,
actions to mitigate the
impact on margin have
already been identified
and initiated relating to
costs and operational
efficiencies

Significant demand for
original content
Slowdown in advertising
spending in Q2’22 due to
macroeconomic
conditions

→

Margin negatively impacted by:
→ Higher cost to complete major projects
caused by shortage of experienced talent
in the market at MPC
→ Lower revenues at The Mill

39

→

Multiple new projects awarded for Film & Episodic Visual
Effects and Animation: 85%+ of 2022 pipeline
committed

→

Growth of number of feature animation projects in
production: from 2 in 2019 to 6 in 2022

 The Mill: activity growth is being restricted by the

267

→

Demand for TCS VFX and Animation services continues
to grow significantly throughout 2022

 MPC and Mikros Animation:

+43.7%

H1 2021

2022 OUTLOOK

current global macroeconomic environment. As a
result, The Mill is now expecting slower growth than
initially anticipated

 Technicolor Games: demand for games content is
expected to continue growing along with the
expansion of the Technicolor Games service
offering

 Significant investment in artist recruitment,
retention, and training continues, as delivering all
pipeline projects remains the main challenge for
2022, as a consequence of the shortage of talent in
the market

39

Financial Guidance
Key Financial Indicators
1 Revenue

2 Adj. EBITDA after Lease (New Definition)

3 Adj. EBITDA (Old Definition)

4 Capex(1)

2021A

Outlook

€601 MM

Demand for TCS artistry and technology expected to
continue to grow significantly although the shortage of talent
continues to pose a challenge to delivering pipeline

€75 MM

€120 – 130 MM(3)

€140 – 160 MM(3)

12% of revenue

2022E

2023E

€107 MM

€165 – 175 MM(3)

€185 – 205 MM(3)

18% of revenue

2022E

2023E

€14 MM
2% of revenue

Normalised level of capex between 4 – 5% of revenue
trending down in the medium term

5 WC & OAL Variation(2)

€30 MM

Around €10 MM cash outflow impact per annum from
change in working capital & other assets and liabilities

6 Capital Leases Outflow

€11 MM

Reverting to normalised level between €15 – 25 MM per
annum in line with FY19 and FY20

Notes: Financials based on Group’s combined financial statements prepared in accordance with the International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS). This presentation contains certain statements that constitute "forward-looking statements", including but not limited to
statements that are predictions of or indicate future events, trends, plans or objectives, based on certain assumptions or which do not directly relate to historical or current facts. These data, assumptions and estimates may change or be adjusted, particularly as a result of
uncertainties in the regulatory, economic, financial, competitive, accounting or tax environment or as a result of other factors of which the Group was not aware at the date of this presentation. Were one or more risks described in the appendix “Risk factors” of this
presentation to actually occur, they could have an impact on the Group’s activities, financial position, results, development or outlook, and could therefore threaten these forward-looking statements. The achievement of these objectives also assumes that the Group’s
strategy will be successful. As a result, the Group makes no representation and gives no warranty regarding the achievement of the forecasts set out above
1. Purchases of property, plant and equipment, intangible assets net of disposals. Excluding Autodesk licenses as per new definition
2. Excludes rendering as per new definition
3. Include expected standalone costs related to TCS as a separate independent entity related to loss of economies of scale and replication of corporate functions
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Conclusions

Positive start to 2022 in
challenging macro
environment

Guidance based on
demand for TCS artistry
and technology
services
•
•
•

Structural growth drivers
enabling post-covid
top-line rebound

Multiple sources
contributing to margin
expansion potential

High degree of revenue
visibility for MPC and
Mikros Animation

Significant focus on
talent recruitment to
deliver pipeline, that
remains the main
challenge

Capital structure consistent with the proposed separation: ~€620m floating rate first lien term facility
Priority to focus on deleveraging over the next two years to align leverage with publicly listed peers (objective of ~3.5x Net
Leverage in the medium-term)
No dividends planned in the near to mid-term
FINANCIAL OVERVIEW
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Appendix

New Reporting Adopted by the Group Going Forward (1/2)
Change to Become More Comparable With Peers and More Aligned with the Manner the Business is Managed
Metric

FY19A

FY20A

FY21A

Adj. EBITDA (Old Definition)

150

18

107

Operating Lease Payment

(25)

(21)

(22)

Adj. EBITDA after Lease (Old Definition)

125

(2)

86

-

-

-

(31)

(10)

(11)

94

(12)

75

(65)

(55)

(44)

29

(67)

31

(57)

(30)

(24)

IFRIC Interpretation on SaaS Costs
Usage-based IT Costs & Operating Reserves
Adj. EBITDA after Lease (New Definition)
B

D&A (New Definition)
Adj. EBITA after Lease (New Definition)(1)

Capex (Old Definition)
C

IFRIC Interpretation on SaaS Costs

-

-

-

A

Autodesk License

2

7

10

(56)

(23)

(14)

Capex (New Definition)

WC & OAL Variance (Old Definition)
A

(24)

(5)

30

Rendering

31

2

0

WC & OAL Variance (New Definition)

7

(3)

30

Comment

• The Group has reviewed its key

financial indicators, with the goal of
becoming more comparable with its
peers and market practices, whilst
being more aligned with the manner
the business is managed

• The Group intends to report Adj.

EBITDA after Lease (New Definition)
and Adj. EBITA after Lease (New
Definition) (1) going forward

A
• Cloud rendering and other usage-

based IT costs which were previously
recorded in capex and working
capital now considered as operating
expenses

• D&A now excluding cloud rendering
B

and other usage-based IT costs,
operating lease depreciation and PPA
amortization

C
• SaaS costs included in operating

expenses rather than Capex (applies
from 2022 onwards)

Notes: Financials based on Group’s combined financial statements prepared in accordance with the International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS)
1. Adjusted earnings from continuing operations before interest, taxes and amortization after lease. Refer to appendix for reconciliation to GAAP measure
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New Reporting Adopted by the Group Going Forward (2/2)
Change to Become More Comparable With Peers and More Aligned with the Manner the Business is Managed
Old Reporting and Definition
Metric

New Reporting and Definition

FY19A

FY20A

FY21A

Metric

FY19A

FY20A

FY21A

EBITDA (Old Definition)

150

18

107

Adj. EBITDA after Lease (New Definition)

94

(12)

75

Change

Capex

(57)

(30)

(24)

Capex

(56)

(23)

(14)

Change

Restructuring

(6)

(13)

(7)

Restructuring

(6)

(13)

(7)

Capital Leases

(26)

(24)

(11)

Addition

7

(3)

30

Change
Change

WC&OAL Variation

(24)

(5)

30

WC&OAL Variation

Other Non-Current Cash Out(1)

(1)

(4)

1

Other Non-Current Cash Out(2)

(2)

(4)

1

Free Cash Flow (FCF)

61

(34)

107

11

(78)

74

41%

N.M

99%

Adj. Operating Free Cash Flow after
Lease (New Definition)

Operating Leases

(25)

(21)

(22)

11%

N.M

99%

Capital Leases

(26)

(24)

(11)

11

(78)

74

FCF Conversion %

Free Cash Flow after Lease

Operating FCF Conversion %

No change to underlying cash generation
Notes: Financials based on Group’s combined financial statements prepared in accordance with the International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS)
1. Other Non-Current Cash Out includes pension plan cash out and non-recurring cash flow
2. Other Non-Current Cash Out new definition includes pension plan cash out, non-recurring cash flow and operating risk & litigation reserves
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Reconciliation of Previously Reported Figures to New Reporting

Metric

FY19A

FY20A

FY21A

H1 2021

H1 2022

164

18

113

40

61

18.3%

3.6%

17.9%

13.7%

15.0%

Change in Scope (Mainly Post Production)

(13)

-

(5)

(3)

4

Adj. EBITDA (Old Definition)

150

18

107

37

65

19.4%

4.2%

18,1%

14.0%

16.0%

(32)

(10)

(10)

(4)

(4)

1

-

(1)

(2)

(2)

(25)

(21)

(22)

(10)

(15)

94

(12)

75

22

43

12.2%

(2.7%)

12.5%

8.3%

10.5%

Adj. EBITDA from Continuing Operations (as
Published)
% Margin

% Margin
Cloud Rendering and Other Usage-based IT Costs
Operating Risk & Litigation Reserves
Operating Leases
Adj. EBITDA after Lease (New Definition)
% Margin

Notes: Financials based on Group’s combined financial statements prepared in accordance with the International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS)
1. Mainly (i) central costs previously allocated to Post Production in Technicolor segment definition but kept in TCS combined accounts and (ii) intra Technicolor Group revenues related to Trademark Licensing allocated to TCS combined accounts scope
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Adjusted EBITDA after Lease to EBIT Summary

Metric

FY19A

FY20A

FY21A

H1 2021

H1 2022

94

(12)

75

22

43

% Margin

12.2%

(2.7%)

12.5%

8.3%

10.5%

Other Non-cash Items(1)

(1)

-

(1)

-

-

Depreciation & Amortization(2)

(64)

(55)

(43)

(22)

(20)

29

(67)

31

0

23

% Margin

3.8%

(15.2%)

5.2%

0.0%

5.7%

Other Non-current Items

(2)

(5)

(4)

(2)

(4)

Restructuring Costs

(11)

(24)

(5)

(1)

(1)

Amortization of Purchase Accounting Items (PPA)

(8)

(8)

(8)

(4)

(4)

Operating Leases – Depreciation

(21)

(17)

(16)

(7)

(10)

Operating Leases - Rent Paid Cancellation

25

21

22

10

15

Earnings before Interest & Tax (EBIT) from
Continuing Operations

12

(100)

20

(5)

19

Adj. EBITDA after Lease (New Definition)

Adj. EBITA after Lease (New Definition)

Notes: Financials based on Group’s combined financial statements prepared in accordance with the International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS)
1. Mainly costs of equity settled share-based compensation
2. Excluding cloud rendering and other usage-based IT costs, operating lease depreciation and PPA amortization, including capital lease depreciation
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Combined statement of profit and loss

47

Combined statement of financial position – Full Year

48

Interim condensed combined statement of financial position

49

Combined statement of cash flow
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Revenue and Contract Model

Summary Contract Structure

Commercial Model

• Contract size and pricing is based on duration, scope of work and
complexity of task

• Contract size ranges depending on Division:
• MPC: combination of large projects with Hollywood Studios (€10-30MM)
and medium-sized projects with OTT platforms (€5-10MM)

• The Mill: typically small projects under €1MM with average project size
between €100-200k

• Mikros Animation: usually medium-sized projects (€2-10MM), however
more recently have expanded to take on larger projects (€20MM+)

• Technicolor Games: projects span a wide range of sizes; average size
was ≤€250k in 2021

• The Group typically receives bid parameters from clients, which its team of
bid producers review and prepare a bid

• Bids are reviewed by Finance in conjunction with the Group’s Global
Workforce Planning group

• Most commercial contracts are fixed price contracts, with bids based on
internal rate cards plus assumptions on effort needed (i.e., complexity),
production schedule and utilization

• Clients receive a fee on basis of output; e.g., the number of assets or the
number of VFX shots

• Projects length depending on Division: up to 12 weeks for The Mill and 6-18
months for rest of Divisions

Revenue Recognition and Payment Terms
• Typically, there is an advance upfront, followed by time / milestone based
payments with a portion of payment which is delivery based

• Revenue recognized on projects based on costs incurred and budgeted
margin

• Management holds an element of contingency in budgets to allow for some

Key Risks
•
•
•
•

Seasonality of film project scheduling
Project delays / slippages
Budgetary overflows / constraints of the studios
In extreme situations, project cancellations

cost overruns
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Risk Factors

• Covid-19 pandemic / Health & Safety: production delays, client delays,

postponements or cancellations of projects and additional healthy and safety costs
as a result of Covid-related restrictions may negatively impact the Group’s business

• Highly competitive industries: highly competitive nature of the environment across

all divisions (Film & Episodic VFX, Advertising, Animation and Games Art Services). In
particular, Film & Episodic VFX projects are increasingly split among a significant
number of VFX vendors due to tightening production deadlines and clients’
wanting to diversify vendor risk. Furthermore, customers’ insourcing of VFX and/or
animation services may limit or reduce the addressable market in the future

• Client concentration: a significant part of the Group’s business remains dependent
upon its relationships with key content producers, including the major Hollywood
studios, streaming providers and directors – any substantial deterioration in these
relationships may negatively impact the Group’s business and financial
performance. Customer consolidation may also lead to an overall reduction in the
volume of production on new content that requires VFX or animation services

• Customer project management: potential difficulty for the Group to anticipate and
allocate resources appropriately to execute projects on time and on budget, to
reduce variances between projects and to adapt to changes imposed by
customers according to their production and release schedules, particularly for
projects across multiple countries and time zones

• Attract talents & invest in culture: dependency on the recruitment and

engagement of specialised personnel with a strong skills set (creative, technical,
operational, etc.), with specific industry knowledge. The lack of a strategy/value
proposition or cultural projects for the inclusion of the People & Talent function,
combined with declining financial results, could reduce the attractiveness of the
Group

• Skills & knowledge management, development & retention: transformation, the

current financial situation, lack of investment in systems, poaching by competitors
and the absence of a strong culture, workplace wellness programs and key talent
identification processes (such as high potential programs), may impact, depending
on the business and the country or region, the ability to retain experience and
employees in strategic positions, resources on which the Group relies

• Cybersecurity: due to the existence of highly sensitive and confidential content, the

secure management and transmission of Company and client information is a
critical component of the Group’s business. Unreliable content security systems and
protocols can compromise both sensitive information and Group assets

• Interest rate and exchange rate fluctuations: the Group faces both exchange rate

translation, as fluctuation can have an impact on the value of the assets, liabilities,
revenues and expenses in Group’s Combined Financial Statements, even if the
value of these items has not changed in their original currency. The Group also
faces transaction risk, mainly in its sales in U.S. dollar versus Canadian dollar, versus
British pound and versus Indian rupee

• Evolving legal compliance & ethics: the Group operates a global business that

exposes it to risks associated with conducting business in multiple jurisdictions. The
laws and regulations to which the Group may be subject include, but are not
limited to, general business practices, competitive practices, anti-corruption,
handling of personal data, consumer protection, corporate governance,
employment laws, local and international tax regulations and intellectual property
rights. Any major changes in these laws and regulations could impact the Group’s
businesses

• Spin-off: the main risk associated with the spin-off is that the Company may not
achieve some or all of the expected benefits of the spin-off, and the spin-off may
adversely affect its business
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Glossary
Term

Definition

Term

Definition

Adj. EBITDA

EBITDA excluding cloud computing capacity utilization costs and depreciation
and amortization expenses, as well as the impact of provisions for risks,
warranties and litigation

IFRS

International Financial Reporting Standards

KPIs

Key Performance Indicators

CAGR

“Compound Annual Growth Rate” and is an approximate measure of an
investment’s profitability, focused on asset growth but not accommodating
periodic cashflows

Adj. Operating Free Cash Flow
after Lease

Adj. EBITDA after lease minus:

CG

Computer-Generated Imagery

EBITDA

Earnings before Interest, Tax, Depreciation and Amortization

Adj. EBITDA after Lease

Adj. EBITA after Lease adjusted by adding back:
•
•

Adj. EBITA after Lease

•

Capital expenditures, excluding usage-based IT cost (without cloud
rendering);

•

Capital leases cash out;

•

Restructuring cash out;

•

Change in working capital, excluding cloud rendering cash out;

•

Other non-current cash out

Depreciation and amortization, excluding depreciation of usage-based
IT costs;

TAM

Total addressable market

Non-cash income and expense such as Equity-settled share-based
payments

VFX

Visual effects

WC & OAL

Working capital and other assets and liabilities

EBIT adjusted positively by:
•

The amortization of intangibles that arose from acquisitions or disposals;

•

Other (expenses) income;

•

Impairment (losses) gains;

•

Capital gains/losses;

And negatively by:
•

The difference between operating lease payments and operating leases
assets depreciation

GAAP

Generally accepted accounting principles

Group’s Combined Financial
Statements

Refers to the Company’s combined financial statements for the years ended 31
December 2019, 31 December 2020 and 31 December 2021 prepared in
accordance with the IFRS adopted by the European Union
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